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Introduction {#jah31225-sec-0004}
============

Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) is the most common cyanotic congenital heart disease, and surgical correction is necessary for patients to achieve long‐term survival. However, after surgery, ventricular arrhythmia‐related sudden cardiac death and right heart failure are still common late complications in these repaired TOF (rTOF) patients. It is one of the most common causes of right heart failure, even in the adult population.[1](#jah31225-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah31225-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jah31225-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jah31225-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#jah31225-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The mechanism of the ventricular arrhythmia in these rTOF has been studied for many years. Hemodynamic factors, including residual pulmonary regurgitation and resulting right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) dilatation and right heart failure, could prolong QRS duration and result in ventricular arrhythmia in these rTOF patients. This mechano‐electrical interaction is considered as the possible mechanism of ventricular arrhythmia in these patients.[1](#jah31225-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jah31225-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jah31225-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jah31225-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} It is regarded as the model of ventricular arrhythmia in repaired congenital heart disease. The substrate of ventricular arrhythmia was also delineated at RVOT in previous studies.[8](#jah31225-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Although these studies have proved the mechano‐electrical interaction in these rTOF patients, the exact mechanism of ventricular arrhythmia is still unclear.

The repolarization alternans and action potential duration alternans (APD‐ALT) are crucial causes of dynamic wave instability, which may cause reentrant ventricular arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death.[9](#jah31225-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jah31225-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Calcium transient alternans (Ca‐ALT), caused by sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium cycling, and a steeper action potential duration (APD) restitution slope have been proposed as possible mechanisms to explain the APD‐ALT.[10](#jah31225-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31225-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah31225-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Although several studies have examined these changes in the left ventricle, studies of APD‐ALT, restitution, and Ca‐ALT in the right ventricle are scarce and none in rTOF models. Recently, the importance of Ito (transient outward current) on the APD‐ALT has gained much attention. In addition, altered connexin expression has been documented as a substrate of ventricular arrhythmia in the dilated cardiomyopathy,[13](#jah31225-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} but its role in the arrhythmia susceptibility of right ventricle has never been proved.

We have created a novel canine rTOF model by using RVOT incision with transannular patch creation, pulmonary valve destruction, and right bundle branch ablation.[14](#jah31225-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} This model, with combined hemodynamic and electrophysiological factors, reflects adequately the clinical scenario of rTOF patients. We have proved the mechano‐electrical interaction through this model, including significant progress of QRS duration prolongation, RVOT dilatation, and ventricular arrhythmia episodes.[14](#jah31225-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Here, using this novel rTOF animal model, we tried to delineate the cellular mechanisms of ventricular arrhythmia. We also tried to find the role of Ca‐ALT, Ito, and connexin 43 in the genesis of ventricular arrhythmia.

Methods {#jah31225-sec-0005}
=======

Animal Preparation {#jah31225-sec-0006}
------------------

The institutional animal study committee of National Taiwan University, College of Medicine approved this study (approval reference no.: IACUC 20110315), which complied with the National Academy of Science\'s "Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals." Nine canines younger than 1 year of age and weighing 10 to 12 kg were used as the study animals (rTOF group). They received the RVOT transannular patch creation, pulmonary valve destruction, and right bundle branch block (RBBB) creation to simulate rTOF as previously described.[14](#jah31225-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In brief, they received general anesthesia using intravenous virbac (2--3 mg/kg, Zoletil; Schering‐Plough AB, Stockholm, Sweden) and xylazine (0.1--0.2 mg/kg, Rompun; Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany) as premedication. They were intubated with ventilator support. Electrocardiography (ECG) and blood pressure were monitored during the whole procedure. They received intravenous propofol (dose titration, Recofol; Bayer Schering, Turku, Finland) for deep general anesthesia to ensure no active motion and no increase of heart rate and blood pressure compared to the baseline. We performed the right bundle branch ablation using the transcutaneous radiofrequency catheter ablation method by 5 French MARINR catheters (Medtronic Inc, Minneapolis, MN). We then performed RVOT transannular whole‐layer incision (around 3--4 cm in length, ie, from 0.5 to 1.0 cm above pulmonary valve to 2.5--3.0 cm below pulmonary valve), a surgical RVOT transannular patch, and pulmonary valve destruction through midline sternotomy after administration of succinylcholine (1 mg/kg, Relaxin; Kyorin, Taoyuan, Taiwan).[14](#jah31225-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} After the procedures, we checked the ECG and pulmonary angiography to ensure the RBBB with prolonged QRS duration at the surface ECG and severe pulmonary regurgitation in pulmonary angiography. Postoperative pain control was given with intramuscular carprofen (Rimadyl; Pfizer, New York, NY) and oral acetaminophen. Another 6 canines without operation served as control (control group). We implanted loop event recorders to detect arrhythmia episodes. We also performed electrophysiology study for ventricular arrhythmia inducibility at 6 months and 1 year after operation. The ventricular arrhythmia inducibility protocol was programmed ventricular stimulation at 2 right ventricular sites (typically apex and outflow tract) with 2 eight‐beat drive trains (cycle lengths between 400 and 600 ms) and up to 4 extrastimuli with coupling intervals ≧180 ms.

RVOT Wedge and Optical Mapping {#jah31225-sec-0007}
------------------------------

One year after the intervention, under general anesthesia as previously described and midline sternotomy, the heart was quickly excised and the aorta was rapidly cannulated and perfused with a cold cardioplegic solution (Plegisol solution containing Ca 2.4 mEq, Mg 32 mEq, K 16 mEq, Na 110 mEq, Cl 160 mEq, and NaHCO3 0.01 mEq to maintain PH 7.4) for 3 minutes until no more blood could be washed out. RVOT preparations were taken from the base of the right ventricle (RV; approximate size of 3--4×4--8 cm in the rTOF group with previous incision line and patch included; Figure [1](#jah31225-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). The right coronary artery was perfused and cannulated using a 4 French ARROW‐ Bermann catheter (Arrow International, Reading, PA; Figure [1](#jah31225-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). In addition, endocardial tissue (\<1 mm) was dissected from the RVOT adjacent to the wedge tissue and quickly frozen in −80°C for the ion channels and connexin study. We sutured around the RVOT wedges with silk to prevent small arterial leakage during perfusion. RVOT wedges were then mounted in a warmed chamber with the endocardial face up for endocardial optical mapping. We perfused the RVOT preparations with calcium containing Tyrode solution (gassed with 100% O~2~, NaCl 136, KCl 5.4, MgCl~2~ 1.0, CaCl~2~ 1.8, NaH~2~PO~4~ 0.33, HEPES (4‐(2‐hydroxyethyl)‐1‐piperazineethanesulfonic acid 5.0, and a dextrose 10.0 solution; PH 7.4) at 37°C and arterial pressure of 50 to 70 mm Hg. Whole tissues were immersed in the perfusion efflux. Well‐perfused RVOT wedges exhibit a reddish color and strong contractions with or without stimulation. Six canines in the study group and all 6 canines in the control group fulfilled the above criteria and were included in the subsequent study.

![A, Illustration of the heart viewed from the anterior side. The dash line indicated the extent of RVOT wedge harvested in our study. The asterisk marked in the figure represents the stimulation site; (B) representative photography of the endocardial surface of RVOT wedge (as dash line in A) in Langendorff perfusion system perfused by RCA in repaired tetralogy of Fallot animal. The asterisk marked in the figure represents the stimulation site. AO indicates aorta; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; PA, pulmonary artery; RA, right atrium; RCA, right coronary artery; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract; TAP, transannular patch.](JAH3-4-e002173-g001){#jah31225-fig-0001}

The prepared tissue wedges were then stained with Ca‐sensitive dye Rhod‐2 AM (4.5 μmol/L; Molecular Probes Inc, Eugene, OR) 1 mg dissolved in 2 mL of DMSO containing Pluronic F‐127 (20%) for 20 minutes. After another 15 minutes of Tyrode solution washout to de‐esterificate Fluo‐127, we directly injected voltage‐sensitive dye RH237 (200 μL dissolved in DMSO; Molecular Probes) into the perfusion system. We added blebbistatin (15 μmol/L), a potent myosin II inhibitor, to avoid motion artifact during recording. Besides, we also covered 1 glass on the RVOT wedge to overcome the uneven surface during optical mapping. Action potentials and Ca transients were recorded in the endocardial surface using 2 complementary metal‐oxide‐semiconductor cameras (MiCam Ultima; Sci‐Media, Tokyo, Japan), each with 100×100 pixels and acquiring images at 1000 frames/s.[15](#jah31225-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#jah31225-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#jah31225-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Fluorescent light from both dyes was split by a fluorescence splitter (MiCam Ultima; Sci‐Media). The longer‐wavelength light (690 nm), for action potential recording, and shorter‐wavelength light (585 nm), for Ca transient recording, was directed at the 2 CMOS cameras.

Electrophysiological Protocols {#jah31225-sec-0008}
------------------------------

The pacing electrodes were placed and fixed at the most apical site of RVOT (Figure [1](#jah31225-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). We performed baseline pacing at pacing cycle length 1000 ms. Thereafter, we gave burst pacing for 20‐beat drive trains with pacing cycle length (PCL) 800, 700, and 600 ms, and then decreased gradually at 20 ms step till conduction block or till PCL 200 ms. We took a 30‐second break between each PCL for calcium transient recovery.

Measurement of Conduction Velocity, APD‐ALT, Ca‐ALT, and APD Restitution {#jah31225-sec-0009}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Conduction velocity was calculated at baseline pacing cycle length 1000 ms according to the previous report.[18](#jah31225-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} We determined APD‐ALT by measuring the differences of even and odd beats in local APD on 6 consecutive beats according to our previously reported method.[15](#jah31225-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} The APD‐ALT was plotted against the PCL. Dynamic APD restitution was measured by plotting APD as a function of the diastolic interval. The restitution curve was fit to a single exponential function, where the time constant, τ, was used to measure the kinetics of APD restitution. The spatial patterns and gradients of repolarization, or magnitude of APD‐ALT, were represented as iso‐alternans contour maps.

The calcium level was reported as F/F0, where F0 was the resting or diastolic fluorescence level. To quantify Ca‐ALT, the difference in the net amplitude of the larger and smaller calcium transient was expressed as a percentage of the net amplitude of the larger transient according to our previously reported method.[14](#jah31225-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} PCL at which change of F/F0 more than 20% on consecutive beats was defined as the PCL threshold to induce Ca‐ALT. Measurements were made on 6 serial consecutive beats, and the F/F0 was averaged for the 3 even and 3 odd beats, respectively. All of the above electrophysiology studies were completed within 2 hours to avoid hypoxia because of prolonged experiments.

mRNA Expression of Connexin 40, 43, and Ion Channels {#jah31225-sec-0010}
----------------------------------------------------

Tissues were harvested and RNA was extracted using TRI Reagent Solution (Ambion Inc, Austin, TX). Single‐stranded cDNA synthesis was performed using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems Inc, Foster, CA). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers were designed using Primer Express V.2.0 software (Applied Biosystems). Primer sequences used in this study are shown in [Table](#jah31225-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. Human 18S ribosomal RNA was used as endogenous control. Real‐time PCR was carried out in a MicroAmp Optical 96‐well plate using power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems), with 2 μL of cDNA in each well. PCR reactions were monitored in real time using the ABI 7900HT Fast Real‐time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). The thermal cycling conditions for real‐time PCR were 50°C for 2 minutes, then 95°C for 10 minutes, and 40 cycles of denature (95°C, 15 seconds) and annealing/extension (60°C, 60 seconds). After PCR cycles, a dissociation curve examination was performed. Relative quantization of gene expression was determined using the ΔΔCt method.[19](#jah31225-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Primer Sequence for Real‐Time Polymerase Chain Reaction in This Study

  ------------ ----------------------------- ---------------------------
  Dog KCHIP2   Forward                       CATGGAGTGAGTCAGGGACCAT
  Reverse      ACTTCCCTCCTTCCCCTTTCT         
  Dog KCNH2    Forward                       CCTTCGACTTGCTCATCTTTGG
  Reverse      CTTCAGCAGCCCGATCAGTT          
  Dog CAV1.2   Forward                       CATGTTCGCCTGCATTGG
  Reverse      TTTGGAACTATCTGAACAGGTGTAGAG   
  Dog KCNQ1    Forward                       TCCCTCTTCATCTCCGTCTCA
  Reverse      TGCCCCAATCGTGTTGCT            
  Dog NAV1.5   Forward                       ACAGCTGGAACATCTTCGACTTT
  Reverse      GAGAGCACGGTACCCACGAT          
  Dog kir2.1   Forward                       TCTTCGAGGAGAAGCATACTACAAA
  Reverse      TTGGGCACTTCGTAGGTCTTG         
  Dog Cx40     Forward                       GACCCTCGGCTGGCATAGT
  Reverse      GGCCATTTTCCAGACACTGATT        
  Dog Cx43     Forward                       CCTGCTGCGAACCTACATCA
  Reverse      AAGGCCACCTCGAAAACAG           
  Dog Kv4.3    Forward                       CCTGCTGCTCCCGTCGTA
  Reverse      AGTGGCTGGCAGGTTGGA            
  ------------ ----------------------------- ---------------------------

Statistical Analysis {#jah31225-sec-0011}
--------------------

All data are expressed as mean±SEMs. Data from the independent group were compared using the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank‐sum test for continuous data and the Fisher exact test for categorical data. *P*\<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#jah31225-sec-0012}
=======

Basic Hemodynamic Data, Electrophysiological Characteristics, and Ventricular Arrhythmia Susceptibility {#jah31225-sec-0013}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Severe pulmonary regurgitation was documented by echocardiography in all 9 dogs. RVOT diameters increased significantly from 7.9±0.8  to 17.5±2.1 mm 1 year after operation in the rTOF group (*P*\<0.001). Extensive fibrosis was noted in the surgical epicardial region of the RVOT. The surface EKG showed a longer QRS duration and QTc interval in 9 dogs in the rTOF group compared to the 6 dogs in the control group (QRS duration: 103.6±5.4 vs 54±5.1 ms; *P*\<0.001; QTc interval: 363.2±17.7 vs 310.0±15.3 ms; *P*=0.001). However, the JTc interval was shorter in the rTOF model than control, although not statistically significant (222.6±13.9 ms in the rTOF group vs 239±12.6 ms in the control group; *P*=0.413). Ventricular tachycardia events were common and half of the dogs in study animals had more than 5 episodes of short‐run ventricular tachycardia within 1 year of recording. For electrophysiology study, ventricular arrhythmia could be induced in 1 of 7 at 6 months and 1 of 6 at 1 year after operation.

Optical mapping data were available in 6 of 9 dogs and indicated shorter APD in the rTOF group compared to the control group (Figure [2](#jah31225-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), which corresponded to a shorter JTc interval in the rTOF group. At pacing with a PCL of 500 ms, the APD85 was 234±12 ms in the rTOF group and 263±23 ms in the control group (*P*=0.052). For the wedge preparations, among the 6 dogs of the rTOF group, 1 had spontaneous ventricular tachycardia (VT) at the beginning of optical mapping study, which was then converted by defibrillation. Another exhibited polymorphic VT during burst ventricular pacing at PCL 200 ms. The polymorphic VT then transformed to monomorphic VT spontaneously (Figure [3](#jah31225-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A). Conversely, the control group exhibited no spontaneous or inducible ventricular arrhythmia. However, the activation map of the beat just before VT did not show reentry circuit and conduction block (data not shown), probably because that the mapping region was a passive site, not the exact site of conduction block or re‐entry.

![Comparison of the dynamic restitution curve between the 6 dogs in repaired tetralogy of Fallot group (solid circle) and the 6 dogs in the control group (blank circle). The maximal restitution slope was not significantly different between the 2 groups. APD indicates action potential duration.](JAH3-4-e002173-g002){#jah31225-fig-0002}

![A, Polymorphic VT induced by rapid pacing, which then shifted to more organized monomorphic VT (right panel). The units of the y axis are arbitrary units. B, Representative action potentials at the same site during the pacing cycle length of 600, 400, and 220 ms in the repaired TOF group (left panel) and the control group (right panel). (C) Representative calcium transient at the same site at pacing cycle length 600, 400, and 220 ms (at the same site corresponding to the action potential duration above) in the repaired TOF (left panel) and control group (right panel). APD indicates action potential duration; PCL, pacing cycle length; TOF, tetralogy of Fallot; VT, ventricular tachycardia.](JAH3-4-e002173-g003){#jah31225-fig-0003}

Increased Repolarization Alternans in the rTOF Model {#jah31225-sec-0014}
----------------------------------------------------

The temporal APD‐ALT (defined as APD‐ALT \>10 ms) began at a longer PCL in the rTOF group compared to the control group (Figure [4](#jah31225-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A), indicating an increased susceptibility to APD‐ALT in the rTOF group. Onset of APD50 and APD85 alternans (\>10 ms) was 516±48 and 516±36 ms in the rTOF group, which were significantly longer compared to the control group (360±22 and 343±36 ms; *P*=0.030 and 0.017, respectively). The relationship between the magnitude of APD‐ALT and the PCL is shown in Figure [4](#jah31225-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A. In both groups, the APD‐ALT increased with decreasing PCL. However, when the PCL shortened further, the APD‐ALT decreased conversely. This biphasic phenomenon was even more prominent in the rTOF group. The APD85 alternans began to drop at a pacing cycle length of 380 ms in the rTOF group. However, when the pacing cycle length decreased further, the phase 1 notch disappeared and the APD‐ALT became less prominent (as shown at pacing cycle length 220 ms; Figure [3](#jah31225-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B, left panel).

![A, Relationship of APD 85 alternans and pacing cycle length in the repaired TOF (solid circle) and control group (blank circle). The onset pacing cycle length of action potential alternans (\>10 ms) in the repaired TOF group was significantly longer than that in the control group (516±36 vs 343±36; *P*=0.017). B, Relationship of calcium transient alternans and pacing cycle length in the repaired TOF (solid circle) and control group (blank circle). The onset pacing cycle length of calcium transient alternans (\>20%) in the repaired TOF group was longer than the control group, but not statistically significant (435±61 vs 320±18 ms; *P*=0.114). APD indicates action potential duration; TOF, tetralogy of Fallot.](JAH3-4-e002173-g004){#jah31225-fig-0004}

Ca‐ALT has been proposed as one of the major mechanisms contributing to APD‐ALT.[10](#jah31225-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31225-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah31225-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} We performed dual‐voltage and calcium mapping experiments to evaluate the relationship between APD‐ALT and Ca‐ALT at various PCLs in the rTOF group and the control group. Figure [3](#jah31225-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C shows that at the PCL of 600 ms, Ca‐ALT was prominent in the rTOF group, but not significant in the control group. This phenomenon was observed with decreasing PCL until 420 ms (not shown in the figure). Onset PCL of Ca‐ALT was longer in the rTOF group (435±61 ms) compared to the control group, but not statistically significant (320±18 ms; *P*=0.114; Figure [4](#jah31225-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B).

However, we noticed that occurrences of APD‐ALT and Ca‐ALT were not closely coupled and were independent, especially in the rTOF groups. For example, the site with maximal APD‐ALT was not associated with maximal Ca‐ALT and vice versa (Figure [3](#jah31225-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B and [3](#jah31225-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C). Numerous locations with significant APD‐ALT exhibited no corresponding significant Ca‐ALT (Figure [5](#jah31225-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A and [5](#jah31225-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C), and numerous locations with significant Ca‐ALT exhibited nonsignificant APD‐ALT (Figure [5](#jah31225-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B and [5](#jah31225-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}D). The biphasic phenomenon of the relationship between APD‐ALT and PCL was not shown in the relationship between Ca‐ALT and PCL either. The correlation of APD‐ALT and Ca‐ALT were significant at PCL longer than 400 ms both in rTOF and control group (correlation coefficients 0.791 and 0.895; *P*=0.002 and \<0.001, respectively). However, at PCL less than 400 ms, the correlation became nonsignificant (correlation coefficients −0.577 and −0.473 in the rTOF and control group; *P*\>0.05). These findings are distinct from the observation of a previous study, in which the APD‐ALT was dependent on Ca‐ALT in the canine left ventricular wedge preparations.[20](#jah31225-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

![A, In one location of the representative right ventricular outflow tract preparation, the AP shows significant alternans at pacing cycle length 300 ms, but not calcium transients alternans. B, Another location of the same right ventricular outflow tract preparation shows significant Ca‐ALT, but no significant APD‐ALT. C, The contour map also shows a mismatch of APD and Ca distributions. D, Discordant Ca‐ALT was unassociated with discordant APD‐ALT. AP indicates action potentials; APD‐ALT, action potential duration alternans; Ca‐ALT, calcium alternans; L, long APD or large Ca; S, short APD or small Ca.](JAH3-4-e002173-g005){#jah31225-fig-0005}

Spatial Repolarization Heterogeneity in the rTOF Model {#jah31225-sec-0015}
------------------------------------------------------

Spatially discordant APD‐ALT, which produces a large repolarization gradient, is the most malignant spatial repolarization heterogeneity and provides the substrate of conduction block and re‐entry. Therefore, discordant APD‐ALT is a sensitive marker of susceptibility to ventricular arrhythmia or sudden cardiac death.[21](#jah31225-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jah31225-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} In our study, we found that spatially discordant APD‐ALT was shown in both the rTOF and control groups (3 of the rTOF group and 2 of the control group; *P*\>0.05). However, the threshold for discordant alternans occurred at longer PCL in the rTOF group compared to the control group (387±30 vs 310±14 ms; *P*=0.046), indicating an increased susceptibility to discordant alternans. Furthermore, only in the rTOF group, but not in the control group, we found discordant APD‐ALT between close adjacent sites. This may create a large repolarization gradient and provide a primary substrate for re‐entrant arrhythmia (Figure [6](#jah31225-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). We could observe significant discordant alternans at pacing cycle length of 320 ms in the rTOF RVOT preparation, because the APD of myocytes alternates with the opposite phase between adjacent sites, depicted by the presence of both red and blue contours. In the control group, the in‐phase alternans (concordant alternans) is distributed across the entire map region.

![A, The contour map of repaired TOF right ventricular outflow tract preparation shows the APD‐ALT magnitude (contour intensity), which is out of phase between adjacent sites (discordant alternans) at a pacing cycle length of 320 ms, creating a large repolarization gradient and providing the substrate for re‐entrant arrhythmia (contour color: red is+phase \[long and short APD alternation\], blue is−phase \[short and long APD alternation). B, The control preparation shows the in‐phase alternans (concordant alternans) between the adjacent sites at 320 ms pacing cycle length. APD‐ALT indicates action potential duration alternans; TOF, tetralogy of Fallot.](JAH3-4-e002173-g006){#jah31225-fig-0006}

We noticed that the discordant APD‐ALT was not dependent on discordant Ca‐ALT in the RVOT wedges. Numerous sites with discordant APD‐ALT showed no discordant Ca‐ALT (Figure [5](#jah31225-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C), and numerous sites with discordant Ca‐ALT showed no corresponding discordant APD‐ALT (Figure [5](#jah31225-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}D). This suggested that the discordant APD‐ALT mechanism was not calcium dependent.

We also compared the APD dispersion in the rTOF and control group as shown in representative contour maps of APD (Figure [7](#jah31225-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}). However, we did not find any significant difference in the APD dispersion in the endocardial optical mapping between these 2 groups.

![Representative contour maps of APD in the endocardial surface at pacing cycle length 500 ms between the rTOF group and control. We can see that the APD dispersion did not show a significant difference between the 2 groups. APD indicates action potential duration; rTOF, repaired tetralogy of Fallot.](JAH3-4-e002173-g007){#jah31225-fig-0007}

Restitution Curve Slope and Time Constant in the rTOF Model {#jah31225-sec-0016}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Because the mechanism of APD‐ALT is not totally dependent on Ca‐ALT in the RVOT wedges, we checked the restitution curve characteristics in both the rTOF and control groups (Figure [2](#jah31225-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), because a steeper APD restitution may contribute to susceptibility to APD‐ALT.[10](#jah31225-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31225-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah31225-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Although the APD was shorter in the rTOF group, the maximal slope of restitution curves was not significantly different between the 2 groups. The time constant, τ, was 126.6 ms in the rTOF group and 140.8 ms in the control group (*P*\>0.05). The maximal slope of the restitution curve (APD85 vs the diastolic interval) was 0.88±0.10 in the rTOF group and 0.88±0.12 in the control group (*P*=0.931).

Decrease Conduction Velocity and Down‐Regulation of Connexin 43 in the RVOT of the rTOF {#jah31225-sec-0017}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the discordant APD‐ALT in the RVOT wedges was not totally dependent on calcium or steeper APD restitution curve, we checked the connexin expression in the RVOT wedges. Decreased cell‐cell coupling has been proposed as an important mechanism of spatially discordant APD‐ALT.[13](#jah31225-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jah31225-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jah31225-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} The results are shown in Figure [8](#jah31225-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}A. We found lower mRNA expression of connexin 43 in the RVOT wedges of the rTOF group. For connexin 40, mRNA expression level was similar between the 2 groups.

![A, mRNA expression level of the connexin 40 and 43 between the 6 dogs in the repaired tetralogy of Fallot (rTOF) group and 6 dogs in the control groups. Connexin 43 expression was significantly lower in the rTOF group than the control group, but not connexin 40 expression. (B) Representative activation maps for the rTOF group and (C) control group are shown. In the representative rTOF group, in addition to conduction slowing, the activation map also shows heterogeneous conduction patterns with curvature of conduction wave fronts (white arrows). In the representative control group, the conduction is very fast and homogeneous.](JAH3-4-e002173-g008){#jah31225-fig-0008}

We then delineated whether decreased connexin 43 levels in the rTOF wedges were associated with a corresponding functional change, that is, slower conduction, which would also provide a substrate for re‐entrant arrhythmia. We found that the averaged conduction velocity was lower in the rTOF wedges, compared to that of the control wedges (44.5±6.4 vs 35.3±5.7 cm/s; *P*=0.025). The decreased conduction velocity in the rTOF wedges was in accord with the finding of increased QRS duration in the rTOF wedges. Figure [8](#jah31225-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}B and [8](#jah31225-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}C shows the representative activation maps of the rTOF wedges and the control wedges. The activation map of the control wedge showed uniform conduction path. However, the activation map of the rTOF wedge showed heterogeneous conduction patterns with areas of slow conduction and curvature of conduction wave fronts, providing the substrate of conduction direction change and re‐entrant arrhythmia.

Down Regulation of Ito and Other K Channel Expression in the RVOT of rTOF {#jah31225-sec-0018}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the transient outward current was more prominent and could be an important cause of APD‐ALT in the RVOT, we first checked the Kv4.3 (which is the main Kv gene encoding forαsubunit of the RVOT Ito channel) and KChIP2 (K channel interacting protein 2, which forms β subunit and regulating Kv4.3 gene expression) mRNA expressions in the RVOT of the rTOF and control group. We found the Kv4.3 and KChIP2 mRNA expressions were lower in the rTOF group, compared to the control group, with borderline statistical significance (Figure [9](#jah31225-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}; *P*=0.054 and 0.05 respectively).

![Relative mRNA expression level of the Kv4.3, KChIP2, Nav1.5, Cav1.3, KCNQ1, and KCNH2 between the 6 dogs in the repaired tetralogy of Fallot (rTOF) group and 6 dogs in the control groups. The Kv4.3, KChiP2, and KCNQ1 expression was lower in the rTOF group than the control group. Light gray, control; dark gray, rTOF group. \**P*=0.05.](JAH3-4-e002173-g009){#jah31225-fig-0009}

We also checked mRNA expressions of the other ion channels in the rTOF and control group as shown in Figure [9](#jah31225-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}. We could observe general down‐regulation of sodium, potassium, and calcium channel, especially in the KCNQ1 channel which reached statistically significant difference (*P*=0.05).

Discussion {#jah31225-sec-0019}
==========

In this systemic and extensive electrophysiological study, by using a novel rTOF canine model, we observed (1) the spatial and temporal repolarization heterogeneities are common, and could be the underlying mechanism of increased susceptibility to ventricular arrhythmia in rTOF; (2) the APD‐ALT was not totally dependent on Ca‐ALT or APD restitution, but the mechanisms may be multiple related to the associated findings of connexin 43 and Ito down‐regulation; (3) in contrast to APD prolongation in the failure left ventricle, shortened APD was found in failure RVOT from rTOF canines; (4) general down‐regulation of cardiac ion channels especially Kv4.3, KChIP2, and KCNQ1 was present in the RVOT of our rTOF model, a finding of ionic channel remodeling similar to left heart failure.

Role of Repolarization Heterogeneity in rTOF {#jah31225-sec-0020}
--------------------------------------------

For the rTOF patients, previous studies had shown right ventricle dilatation and impaired right ventricular function were common in addition to severe pulmonary regurgitation.[25](#jah31225-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jah31225-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} In our rTOF model, right ventricle dilatation is also consistently found.[14](#jah31225-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Besides, right ventricular failure is associated with ventricular arrhythmia and mortality.[25](#jah31225-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jah31225-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} These findings are similar to those in left heart failure. For the mechanism of ventricular arrhythmia in rTOF, the role of repolarization abnormality on the genesis of ventricular arrhythmia in rTOF patients is increasingly recognized recently.[1](#jah31225-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jah31225-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah31225-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Khairy et al. showed that although monomorphic VT was more frequently induced at electrophysiological study, patients with inducible polymorphic VT had the highest risk of late ventricular arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death during follow‐up.[28](#jah31225-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} They further showed that repolarization heterogeneity might increase susceptibility to ventricular arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death. Besides, RVOT was found to be the main substrate of ventricular arrhythmia in these rTOF patients.[8](#jah31225-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} In our previous study, we had demonstrated a higher microvolt T‐wave alternans value, which is a marker of repolarization heterogeneity, in rTOF patients, especially in those with previous ventricular arrhythmia episodes.[1](#jah31225-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}

Repolarization heterogeneity is also an essential mechanism for monomorphic VT. In one animal study evaluating the ventricular arrhythmia in the myocardium with a structural barrier by the optical mapping method, electrical stimulation often induced monomorphic VT in the presence of repolarization heterogeneity.[29](#jah31225-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Because surgical scar (a structural barrier) is always present in rTOF patients, monomorphic VT is therefore more likely induced, which may explain more‐monomorphic VT in these rTOF patients. In the present study, one of the rTOF canines had induced polymorphic VT initially, which then spontaneously transformed to monomorphic VT. Although the activation map for the beat initiating VT did not show conduction block or re‐entry circuit, the plausible explanation may be that the mapping site was a passive site and not necessarily the site in which conduction block or reentry occurred.

In the present study, using a novel rTOF animal model, we further observed that APD‐ALT occurred at lower heart rates in rTOF canines than in the controls. Discordant alternans also occurred at lower heart rates, and the extent was more severe in the rTOF canines. Therefore, the temporal and spatial repolarization heterogeneities were more prominent in rTOF canines, as compared to controls. These results support that augmented repolarization heterogeneity is likely a crucial mechanism of ventricular arrhythmia in rTOF patients.

Mechanism of Increased Susceptibility to Repolarization Heterogeneity in rTOF {#jah31225-sec-0021}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To address the role of calcium in the mechanism of repolarization heterogeneity in rTOF, we are the first group to perform dual‐voltage and calcium mappings in the RVOT wedges. Surprisingly, we did not identify crucial role of calcium alternans in the mechanism of susceptibility to APD‐ALT in the RVOT from the rTOF group, especially at shorter PCL. Previous studies in the canine left ventricular wedges have shown that APD‐ALT is driven by the Ca‐ALT. The failure left ventricular wedges are more susceptible to Ca‐ALT and thus more susceptible to APD‐ALT and re‐entrant arrhythmia.[10](#jah31225-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31225-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#jah31225-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jah31225-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} The action potentials and calcium transients are typically coupled.[20](#jah31225-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#jah31225-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#jah31225-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} We demonstrated the distinct electrophysiological characteristics of RVOT, which had never been described. The changes of action potentials of RVOT were not perfectly coupled with the changes of calcium transients.

Steep electrical restitution also plays a crucial role in the susceptibility to APD‐ALT at high rates in left ventricular wedges.[12](#jah31225-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jah31225-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} In the RVOT preparations, we also did not observe differences in the electrical restitution properties between the rTOF and control groups. Even, in the RVOT from the rTOF group, the restitution curve remained unchanged and did not become steeper. All these electrophysiological properties of RVOT are distinct from those of the left ventricle, and never been described, either.

Biphasic Phenomenon of the Relationship Between PCL and APD‐ALT {#jah31225-sec-0022}
---------------------------------------------------------------

In this RVOT electrophysiological study, we observed a biphasic phenomenon in the relationship between PCL and alternans magnitude, particularly in the rTOF group. Similar findings had been described in the RVOT of the canine animal model of Brugada syndrome, in which the T‐wave alternans occurred initially at long PCL 3000 to 600 ms. However, when the PCL decreased further, the T‐wave alternans disappeared.[33](#jah31225-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Such biphasic phenomenon in the relationship between PCL and alternans magnitude may involve the Ito current, which behave similarly in a biphasic pattern, with decreased alternans magnitude at higher rates.[34](#jah31225-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} In Luo‐Rudy simulating phase 1 model in the left ventricle, they found that the Ito governed APD‐ALT in the middle range of pacing cycle length.[35](#jah31225-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Because the Ito current is particularly abundant in RVOT tissue, it is highly possible that in the RVOT, the mechanism of APD‐ALT is partially dependent on the kinetics of sarcolemmal Ito current and is not driven by calcium dynamics alone. This is in contrast to the previous studies in the left ventricular tissues, in which the APD‐ALT is driven by calcium kinetics.[16](#jah31225-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jah31225-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

In the normal RVOT of our control animal, we found the prominent phase 1 notch in alternating beats (eg, PCL 220 ms at Figure [3](#jah31225-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B right panel). This phase 1 alternans, which is controlled by Ito currents, existed even at short pacing cycle length.[36](#jah31225-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#jah31225-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, in the rTOF model, the phase 1 alternans (Ito alternans) begin at longer PCL, probably collaborating with Ca‐ALT, contributes to the earlier onset of APD‐ALT. The earlier onset of Ito alternans may be attributable to change of Ito kinetics. However, at shorter pacing cycle length, the phase 1 notch is less prominent and phase 1 alternans disappear in the rTOF group. This phenomenon is caused by the decreased Ito mRNA expression and may be the reason of more‐prominent biphasic phenomenon in the rTOF group. Interestingly, down‐regulation of Ito expression as we have shown in the rTOF group, is also commonly found in left heart failure models.[38](#jah31225-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#jah31225-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} In addition, given that Ito down‐regulation is often heterogenous in heart failure, it may cause discordant alternans in our rTOF model. This also contributes to the mechanism of ventricular arrhythmia.

Decrease Conduction Velocity and Expression of Connexin 43 in rTOF Canines {#jah31225-sec-0023}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Decreased connexin 43 expression and slower conduction velocities have been demonstrated in left heart failure.[13](#jah31225-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} In the present study, we also demonstrated slower conduction velocity and decreased connexin 43 expression in the RVOT of rTOF. The effect of decreased connexin 43 expression in the rTOF is 2‐fold. First, because connexin 43 is the major gap junction protein in the ventricle, lower connexin 43 expression can reduce gap junction function and cause uncoupling of ventricular myocytes and reduce conduction velocity. Slower conduction may result in conduction block and initiation of re‐entrant arrhythmia.[13](#jah31225-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jah31225-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Second, uncoupling of ventricular myocytes is also the main cause of spatially discordant APD‐ALT. It can then increase susceptibility to functional conduction block and initiation of re‐entrant arrhythmia.[40](#jah31225-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} This may be a critical component of the arrhythmia substrate for the slow conduction zone and conduction block. The effect of decreased connexin 43 expression, together with scar‐related myocardial fibrosis, which has been demonstrated in previous studies,[26](#jah31225-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} plays a critical role in the mechanism of increased susceptibility to ventricular arrhythmia in the rTOF.

Shorter APD in RVOT Failure of rTOF Canines {#jah31225-sec-0024}
-------------------------------------------

In the left ventricular heart failure model, general down‐regulation of ion channels, especially K channels, is common. Among these channels, Ito current down‐regulation is the most consistent ionic current change in failing hearts.[41](#jah31225-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#jah31225-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} In the present study, we also found general down‐regulation of ion channels, especially Kv4.3, KChIP2, and KCNQ1, in the rTOF group. This result may imply that rTOF is a kind of right ventricular failure.

In our study, the QRS duration and QTc interval was prolonged in the rTOF group. This is related to the bundle branch block, which is a common finding after TOF corrective surgery, and may also cause RV desynchronized contraction.[43](#jah31225-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} However, the JTc interval and APD were shortened in our rTOF canines. In left ventricular heart failure, APD was reported to be heterogeneously prolonged.[23](#jah31225-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} For RV heart failure, Benoist et al. reported that the QT and APD were also prolonged in an animal model of RV failure caused by monocrotaline‐induced pulmonary hypertension.[44](#jah31225-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} We are the first group to focus on the electrophysiological characteristics of the failure RVOT and found a contradictory change of shortened APD. In the left failure heart, both outward potassium current (IK) and L‐type calcium current (ICaL) would decrease.[41](#jah31225-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#jah31225-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Decreased IK is often more prominent than decreased ICaL, with a net effect of decreased outward current and prolonged APD.[41](#jah31225-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} In contrary, in the right heart failure, down‐regulation of Ito current in the rTOF model may decrease the ICaL and Na‐Ca exchanger‐induced calcium influx in large animals and caused APD shortening.[36](#jah31225-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#jah31225-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}

Study Limitations {#jah31225-sec-0025}
-----------------

The primary limitation of this study is the relatively small number of study animals. Because of the difficulties of the surgical procedure, postoperative care for rTOF canines, and extending study period for more than 1 year to simulate the clinical scenario, we could enroll a relatively small number of experimental animals. Second, because the operative procedure, including RVOT incision and transannular patch, is necessary to create the rTOF model, the inevitable adhesion and extensive fibrosis of RVOT epicardium cause the RVOT epicardium optical mapping to be impossible. We mapped the endocardial region in which no significant fibrosis was noted, and therefore the APD dispersion did not show any difference in the endocardial surface between the 2 groups. We know that the scar or fibrosis is also important in the mechanism of arrhythmogenesis in RVOT. However, the mechanism of scar‐related predisposition to ventricular arrhythmia has been well documented, and we sought to identify mechanism(s) other than scar or fibrosis, including APD‐ALT, connexin 43 down‐regulation‐related conduction velocity slowing, and Ito down‐regulation. These factors, in combination with fibrosis, cause the susceptibility to ventricular arrhythmia in repaired TOF patients. Third, because the major aim of the present study was the long‐term effect of TOF on arrhythmia mechanisms (1 year after operation), which may be not interfered with by the sham procedures 1 year ago, we did not perform the sham operation.

Conclusion {#jah31225-sec-0026}
==========

The RVOT shows distinct electrophysiological features, such as the biphasic relationship between magnitude of APD‐ALT and PCL, uncoupling of APD‐ALT, and Ca‐ALT. The RVOT from rTOF, or failure RVOT, shows shortened APD, an increased susceptibility to develop APD‐ALT, and spatially discordant APD‐ALT and thus an increased susceptibility to ventricular arrhythmia. The mechanism of increased susceptibility to APD‐ALT is not through calcium transient dynamics alone, but also related to multiple factors that still remain elusive in the current study, such as changing kinetics of Ito current and decreased connexin 43 expression and resulting slow conduction velocity with cell‐cell uncoupling.
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